OUT & ABOUT

STRENGTH, POWER & BEAUTY

C

aroline is originally from Amsterdam,
Holland but lives in London since
2016. She has had several exhibitions
in Holland and in London art galleries
over the past years. The majority of Carolines
work consists of collections and women shapes,
although she made individual art work, she
emphasizes on her collections. Strength, Oceans
love, Inspired by Picasso, Women in abstract
and Let’s face it’ are her main collections. A
distinctive signature from her which returns in all
her paintings are straight lines and cubicle shapes
mixed with a contemporary art style.
The fashion runways and the beauty of women
are what inspired her to create her latest collection
‘Strength’. Her background in fashion clearly
comes back in this collection.
There is a bit of mystery in the face expression
which you have to believe but can also be
intriguing. By using elements of abstractionism
and realism at the same time there is contradiction
in her work, you have to take an extra look and
have your own imagination.
As this collection is about the power and beauty
exposed by so many different women, ‘Strength’ is
the only true name for her latest collection.
Caroline is starting her art classes in the
beginning of 2021. There are two different
courses, the two day ‘Strength art’ class based on
the latest collection and the one day ‘Oceans Love
art’ class based on abstract seascapes.
At the end of these courses you should be able
to work with acrylic paint, mixing of colours to get
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the right shades and applying effects by using tape,
gold leaves, spray paint and glitters for example.
The main focus in the ‘Strength art’ classes is
becoming acquainted with and how to mix acrylic
paint into several skin tones and paint an abstract
face and body.
The main focus in the ‘Oceans Love art’ classes
is becoming acquainted with and how to mix
acrylic paint into different ocean colours and how
to paint a wave.
All art classes are held in a West London venue
and have a maximum of 5 persons per session.
You can find more of her work and additional
information about the paintings and available
art classes at caropaintings.com or on
Instagram & Facebook @Caropaintings

